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OPTICS '86: FOUR WESTERN EUROPEAN COUN- official sessions but are better under-
:RIES REVIEW RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS stood in context when put together. Upon

request, I will be glad to supply the
I INTRODUCTION abstracts of most talks in any given

session. A list of participants is also
.- The West German Society for Applied available.

Optics, the Netherlands' Optical Commit- I shall review topics in the fol-
tee, the Optical Group of the UK's In- lowing fields of research:
stiture of Physics, and the French Op-
tics Society joined hands in organizing . Nonlinear optics
a medium-sized, unhurried, pleasant con- * Optical data storage and optical com-
ference, "Optics 86," in The Hague, 21 puting
through 24 May. The chief organizing e Image processing
sponsor was the Dutch foundation "Quant- * Optical materials

* - optica." Funds were contributed by
sources from the Netherlands, and by the 2 SELECTED TOPICS
European Physical Society. The meetings,
held at the Netherlands Congresscenter, Nonlinear Optics
were attended by 300 participants, di- In a presubmitted written address,
vided about equally among the four orga- W. Sibbett (University of St. Andrews,
nizing countries (but Dutch and German Scotland) reviewed the origin and the

was predominant in the corridors). A major features of intensity-dependent
few scientists came from Spain and self-phase-modulation effects in fibers.
Poland, and there were a few overseas These effects arise when pico- (or,
visitors as well. There were 10 invited still better, femto-) second light
talks (40 minutes long) and 75 contri- pulses are made to propagate within the
buted papers (20 minutes each). The con- confined core section of a single-mode
tributed papers were given in two paral- optical fiber. One important (and quite
lel sessions. There were also 16 poster well known) practical exploitation of
papers with their usual distracting ef- these nonlinear effects is the fiber-
fect. The meeting was accompanied by a based temporal compression of laser
small, but excellently organized and pulses. Two cases were distinguished by
displayed exhibition by Western Euro- Sibbett: normal, and anomalous group
pean firms of laser, optic, and opto- velocity dispersion. Less familiar ap-

. electronic equipment. (Unfortunately, plications are: stimulated Raman scat-
though, no catalog is available.) tering or frequency mixing in fibers.

The ralks were grouped into the P. Tapster (Royal Signals and Radar
fo1lowiag sessions: Establishment, Malvern, England) repre-

sented a well-known group of researchers
a Holographic and speckle methods (two who have been involved for some time in

sessions) pioneering work in the area of quantum
* imaging (two sessions) optics. The work reported by Tapster
* Image processing (two sessions) concerned the best (so far reported)
* Optical materials generation of light which has a sub-
* Optical metrology (two sessions) Poissonian photon distribution. The
o High-speed phenomena simplest definition of a sub-Poissonian

* Instruments and optical components distribution is given in terms of the
o Theoretical optics Fano factor, F-(<N 2 >-<N>2 )/<N>. For a
# Vision Poisson distribution this is equal to I

(and for most practical light sources,
The titles of these sessions are some- F>1). A sub-Poisson distribution corre-
what misleading, and there was some sponds to a value of F<l. (An equivalent
overlap. In fact, I have selected topics definition may he given in terms of the
for reviewing which came from different second-order photon number correlation

Al,.
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N(2), which, for a Poisson distribution, It seems that any pulse produced by
is also equal to 1.) The obvious impor- their laser system has soliton charac-

tance of sub-Poisson distributed light ter. The practical relevance of the work
. is that it implies a drastically reduced is that the behavior of sufficiently

noise level, particularly important for high-order solitons offers new possibll-

applications where observations oiust be ities for intracavitv pulse compression.
made with very low light intensities. The cooperation between the same
The Malvern scientists produced sub- institute at Orsay and the Solid State
Poissonian light by using parametric Chemistry Laboratory at Bordeaux led to
down-conversion of UV light from a He-Cd two, closely related papers. These were
laser in KD*P, with feedback to an opti- concerned with the measurement and ex-
cal dead-time shutter, and with the ad- perimental utilization of various non-
dition of a fiber-delayed optical gate. linear properties of Bi125IO2 (BSO) and
The output consisted, as expected, of Bi12GeO 2 0 (BCO) crystals. These are,
more-or-less equally spaced (i.e., anti- primarily, new photcrefractive materials
bunched) photons, which implies a sub- which also have high photoconduction.
Poissonian distribution. The researchers The French scientis-s Cirst studied the
actually measured the second-order cor- large nonlinearities, which car be in-
relation; to get good data, the experi- duced with either contt.uous or pulsed
ment had to be run for 3L hou:rs. The laser beams. The diffusion length of
theoretically predicted value of N(2) the photo-excilted carriers and the den-
was 0.83; the experiment (after correc- sfty of trap sites have been measured by
tion for photodiode-detector dark, cur- an analysis of the transient behavior of
rent was applied) yielded the value the photo-induced grating. Subsequently,
0.87. The corresponding Fano factor was the researchers studied the influence of
0.9. Even though this is the "best" sub- shallow trans on the conductio; nrocess
Poissonian light source ever achieved, and on the kinetics of the photorefrac-
the output (which is, the way, quite tion effect. Femtosecond laser pulses
weak--2000 photons/s) can rot be used were used to measure the rise-time of
for practical purposes. But the re- the phase grating induced in the crys-
searchers feel confident that, within a tals by a two-wave mixing process. This
foreseeable time, they will achieve study allowed an estimation of the free
F=0.5. charge-carrier mobility. Experiments

Several talks in the aea of n,- have been conducted with both undoped
linear optics were scheduled for French and Fe-doped samples. Indications for
research groups. Because of a Belgian optimization of the photorefractive ef-
railway strike, the scientists failed to fects were established. Of course, the
arrIve in time. This caused rescheduling practical importance of such studies
and confusion; nevertheless, since good lies in the hope that appropriately
written summaries were available from chosen materials will find effective
both this and another conference, I can applications in optical data processing,
give a report on the main points, phase conjugation mirrors, and laser

The T .stitute of Theoretical and beam steering.
Applied Optics (Orsav, France) communi- One more talk in the area of appli-
cated an exciting development: the first cations based on nonlinear processes
cxper ment l observation of solitons in caught my attention. H. Klumb (Technical

' the visiblc rang,. The rank-3 solitons University, Darmstadt, West Germany) de-
were ge::erated by a passively mode- scribed the first experimental realiza-
ockeA -*ng-configuration dye laser at tion of a phase-conjugate resonator

V . 620 nm. The evolution of the pulse (PCR) with high gain which is capable of
au-ccrrIation. function euring the transmitting large image lields. The

'.~t > reriod was re ..,cd cuccessful- ultimate goal of this research is in the
,.:d the period wa- found to ccrre- area of applications for image process-
'1so 77C to about 2400 cavity -nundtrfps. ing, but the basic physics Is equally

2
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"ascinating. As Klumb explained, an hole-making or ablation in iuitable ma-
active coherent optical feedback system terials and reading by interferomezry.
is a ring-arrangement where, in one arm, He reported that, by employing diffrac-
a coherent image amplifier is placed. tion-limited focusing optics, it is now
(In one of the other arms filters and possible to record data with rates over
other optical elements can be placed. 20 MHz, and to achieve a data density
The outcoupling, after many roundtrips, better than bit/m 2 (corresponding to
proceeds through the one of the four about 1011 or more bits/record). One of
mirrors which is semireflective.) In Philips' contributions in this area is
the Darmstadt proposal, the amplifying the development of miniaturized, repli-
element is a phase conjugating mirror cated aspherical-optics lenses (made of
(PCM), based on four-wave-mixing in a glass, with nonspherical contours on two
photo-refractive BaTiO 3 crystal. Klumb sides of a spherical bead). The second
gave three reasons why a PCM is particu- part of the talk reviewed current exper-
larly suited for incorporation in a iments with erasable recording systems.
feedback system, then proceeded to ex- Two possibilities were explored: systems
plain the working of the PCR, which is based on materials that suffer a suita-
formed by a ring cavity (130-cm round- ble phase change upon laser heating and
trip path) with the PCM in the forward systems based on magneto-optics. Tn the
path. He pointed out that this PCR is first case, instead of burning a hole,
self-Imaging. The coherent light source just enough heat is applied to transform
used in the experiments was a conven- spots on a polycrystalline material into
cional 150-mW Ar ion laser. The trans- amorphous blobs (which have different

-Z. mission properties of the system were reflectivity). Erasing is achieved with
discussed in some detail. Finally, Klumb a milder laser heating (for which a sep-
told us that self-oscillation has been arate laser is used), which leads to re-
found to occur; i.e., oscillations de- crystallization. The best materials for
veioped by usin only the two pump-beams fast erasibility yet long-term stability
(no signal). These arise from the self- were found to be TeSeSb alloys. Erase
induced gratings in the crystal. Further times less than I iis are easily obtain-
n.ans for extension of the experiment ed, and the most recent combination
into a 4- -imaging system were indicated leads to 150-ns erasing speed. The

by the speaker. alternative (magneto-optical) approach,
also successfully tried at Philips,

'Pt ical 1ara Storage and Optical Comput- starts by using a premagneiized film on
a substrate, into which magnetic domains

". aere e :ofcn.. recordirg tec-nol- of alternating (antiparaillel) or-ienta-
,. i. at present, a field of more com- tion are introduced during recorcnig oy
e rci, Lu5e 'entertainment industry) the application of a constant magnetic

than of sc3L.,cfic or mriitary interest, field (produced by a sma. coil) and
the asses:,en: of its role is likely to small-spot laser beat itLgs of the film.
-- n- soo11 dae t, the adv.ent o: erasa- The small (less then i ° ) change the

N. c ompa memory di:sks. in addi- polarization or the ii>t reflecG from
t:)n, even the perfection of more con- adjacent magnetic domains on the film is

"entional comnact disk ROM or "nega-doc- detected by separating the polarizations
*_, 7.entaticn" recording involves a chal- with a halfwave plate; the two beams

lenging interplay of advance,- micro-op- then are detectud by; separate photodi-
tics, optoelectronics, and materials odes and the difference-current is meas-
sciences. For these reasons, tht invited ured. Erasing with a magnetic fiid is,
,resentation v .E. Thomas Philips of course, a trivial matter. The oest
Research Laboratories, Eindboven, the materials so far found for this record-
Netherlands) aroused considerable inter- ing method were GaTbFe "lioys.
est. He first summarized the current There were several papers r,,arcd
state of the art, based -n laser-caused to optical computing, but tnev d nd not

,~ .;"
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Sdeal with the usual optoelectronics or and therefore their op)tical realization

quantum optics aspects of the subject. is not straightforward. The Erlangen
K.-H. Brenner (University of Erlangen- scientists used their method of spatial

,% Niirenberg, Erlangen, West Germany) , for filtering, called theta modulation, for
' example, talked about the idea of using encoding the binary data. Tn this ap-

a new kind of logic system for digital preach, the logic stites of two-dimen-

optical computing and its possible opti- sienal input signals are realized by a

cal realization. The system, called sym- grating structure. A zero in a pattern
i! bolic substitution, is put forward in may be represented by a horizontal
: contradistinction of Boolean logic. square and a one by a vertical square of

[-."Brewer asserted that this logic system, grating patterns. The filterng is done

. whiich a'-so includes s; atial' information in the Fourier domain, simp:y by insert-

. n the coding, takes advantage of the ing a lens and a masle with ilppropri* .!-"y
special oppor:unities rendered b y opti- placed holes in 4.1 in-o the 1 'gh-t th at
cal signal processing, thus being more passed the gratings (the h-oles corre-

suitable for future optical computers spend to the code). 'he filtering ef

.than would be the optical initiation of the output of Obj) 4ect 4 s fe :owed bv

%..electronically performed Boolean logic the insertion of Obdect n2, an a secon.'

systems. 'vhereas Boolean logir systems filtering yie'lds the output. This -s

us e a state vector as an input and pro- the basic dvf-_gn; of course, serial

. duce a state output, the proposed sym- combination {'f many objects ("ad-

p'-bolic substitution system has, both for dends") is no problem, and one could
-""input and output, a state pattern (such even arrange for inputting two-dimen-

i--as a two-dimensional arrangement of, sional arrays of objects ("numbers")--

squai res. The optical implementation each having ma.ny additions of many ad-

(cod Ing) of such a state pattern might dends. In thie simiDlest experiment, two

-. be done by intensity, by positional illuminating beams (under a slight angle

'':coding, or by polarization ced!ing. Bren- to each other) were used on a sy;stem

.,'.net advocates the latter. A bla_-K square consisting of four objects. The two
_" s represented by a square :light beams corresponded to the -4-nultaneouslv

throughput via a mask with, say, her,- function-ing su'm-and-carry readers. Th u

zortal polarization, whereas a ir,:e beams were recombined by small prism.

square corresponds to vertical polariza- (on plates put into the light train).
t .tion. Th e major advantage of thi!s This was, of course, a half-adder

-. 'coding is that it is easily changeable system. The iesearchers also succeeded
.. .and: absolute (does not involve Droblabil_- in building a model experiment for a

,..ities). Examples for manipulations of full adder, in which case they needed
-- such coded logic state patterns were two parallel beamlines, but these were
:.. given, not only for the case of an actually combined (by additional prisms)

¢..,arithmetic processor but also for a into one line. In essence, the proposed

:- o.Turing machine, thus illustrating, in system Is a single-instruction multiple

• rincip!e, the universal applicability. processor, and many extensions cin Se

, More d-etails of this research effort imagined. But T think that the way from

-"swil be give- in a paper by Brenner and preceded grat .ngs to the realtime systemn

c-, (i*pes)

Fu, , ,+;,( prs. (presumably using instantareous hologram

P. " Wei-,elt (also from the Uniter- gratings) will be long ind bumpy--as

sitv of .,rlangen-N~renberg) reported on will all developments leading to the
der w-k on with A.. loh an on all-optical computers of the future.
qantra oticn (b nonrealt.e laboratory
e! empl eriments) a theidea optical Image Processina
a 7 'e-, based on lcat 'te -r ,g. pri- The keynote address, mostly tuto-
ma- ict c operti on F'ts In ae er, rial in its scope, was given by I.T.
ctrxampe) airn e of urean,, lognicQ ar, Young (Delft Technic l Universlv, the

%5
Bre"er asserted that this• log.c. syste. gratinpattrn. T

whc>alo ncuds ~aia nfrmtin n heFor~rdoai, irp~ b iset



Netherlands). He emphasized that it is photon noise, turbulence, unknwn.
necessary in this area to distinguish shifts, and unknown rotations. Typical-
between image enhancement, image restor- ly, such situations arise if one wants

ation, and image analysis. (He gave an to detect, at low light level, a random-
amusing example concerning the distinc- ly moving object or an object that is
tion between the often confused concepts observed sequentially at randomly chang-
of enhancement and restoration: You set ing angles. Customary power-spectrum
the controls of the family TV set to studies will not be adequate. Tohmann
"restore" with great accuracy the test proved that third-order correlations are

pattern transmitted by the station, blt a powerful method of approach in these
when you come home in the evening, you cases. The argunent goes as follows.
tind that the family messed up all your Suppose a large set of poor images i,(x)
settings--they wanted an enhanced, not a of an object have been collected. Then

. correctly restored picture of Mickey calculate the triple correlation:
Vouse') Significant advances have been (3(

made recently in all aspects of digital I n , n .. ..
.mage processing. Design techniques have J
matured to a point which permits the (Note that, unlike the c3se for the sec-
) eneration of optimal two-dimensional ond-order autocorrelation, the number of
(I Niener) filters. However, It has also variables gets doubled.) Now calculate
been recognized that linear filters have the Fourier transform, I(3 (Vx, Vy),
;evere limitations, and this led to the which is called the "bispectrum" of the

development of nonlinear filtering tech- 'ject. It is easy to see (and quite
niques. One particular example is the crucial for the applications) that the
variance (or median) filter. Here the bispectrum Is shift-invariant (i.e., in-
.alue associated with each pixel is re- sensitive to the ob3ect's position

rLoaced by the median value associated changes). It can be proved that from
w ith the eight neighboring pixels. Other the bispectrum the Fourier phase of

nonlinear filters are of types termed the object can be retrieved (except for
-percentiie" and "murphoog ical." The the zero and first-order Taylor co-
speaker illustrated how a median filter- efficients). Thus, In a sense, triple
ing proceso! can produce strikingly correlations go some way toward the
superior results compared to an optimal solution of the old problem of
lnear fi:rinz. In the remainder of phase retrieval. Furthermore, one can
1s , ouno-o;ined )ut that tradi- also average the set 1 to obtain

Soni concepts are inadtquate when the 1 0 (x,y) % < )1(x,y) . Lohmann showed
r % . ,ais (I'e .. , that this cuantitv a~low3 to n toe com-

ratler than S an ilter- putation of the oh e.te, n tse
g. jUOting recent that it determines the imac-e relative

csut.,. tlonsip be- to the average position; i. it vieids

twee:- tC , .u rement accuracy, the (x-x). Another de: .- ed study "L: to
;amp g r. ~ec', anC t".- :rameter the fo" lowing re:'z. cse , :th

codin . res:oect to -. f:xei c.ro c-

""e,. " ,ts 'i, potent~ai 4n servations vIeld tne shifted imo-es 7
batt~:eld nd mrve ince pnIca- pu. the hackgound F, c.r the shuited

tio_, - w one tak in :mages times the background or a combi-
the aret m, iofaon. nation. It can be shown that

it is the ree -,e rc: o A.;;. Loh-
mann (Wniver ,rn en-\.renberg, , I ' (x,v)> - I 2' (xy-B '

which was rep,-,d by o:e-r student,
- -. B. Wirnriker. Me r,_,scc rc, cot erned it- --r tne fir c,;,' or: qs:m-. Lr expres-

self with imi,,,e res tora t n when all one st-ns hold for thUl sec.d anI Crr. con-
has to start with is a cries ot images t ioi'enc.,. I. -r C very svrprn ,

of the samu , .adil, r i,; torted by because the f.rnation of :'ii-

'aNh~~ ~-~ . . ..



correlation is, of course, a nonlinear tical components for the giant NO"A

operation. While triple correlation laser system at Livermore. e made the

techniques have much to recommend them, interesting point that, at the YAG laser

there are also drawbacks: - is some- wavelength, the almost insurmountab-Ie
Stimes very small, and therefore data problem is bulk damage in windows. Ths

storage and processing becomes diffi- is caused by even the tiniest admixture

cult. But powerful co-nputers can com- of Pt particle,; (w-hich come 'rom the
pute objects by the above method within crucible). Surface damage is not -,

a few minutes, even if ideal conditions difficult to control: suitabl'e coatings
are not met. can e deve!-oped, give s f,

funds.

n t4cal Materials The thirc section of the tIk -art-

in coticar n~ateraias i wi review ly overlapoe the :rst: t was ce-n-

-n v the two invitec'a tIlks Cecs.u-e the cerned with n ihers, ,u .ec: 1
:-atrbuted papers were concerned mostly attention was -- en t: fahr ? ret -

with .. surement of optical. charac- ads.
terlstics r ecifaasert. The 'ast -r of the ta" . .-

J. ?etzold (1chott Glass Comnanv, materis for reeive otc, e-
Xainz, West Germnv. gave a c.-,reher- cialv fo " i cso .. . (1 no,

sire rev-.ew ef Cevelopments. '- oast in case a _!7t .f-r-claTet - rror

!C years f- the area o'- mcterlals sc wtlc' i s b Cf P 7:4tCra W1 rh .

ence which were concerned v'ith the. need thermal expasion coeff ce t o

inspired by key technologies for better 10t/C'). n the area of such applica-
and -ore exotic optical materials. The tions, Petzoldt emphasired the break-

" review comprised glasses, glass ceram- throughs in glass ceramics, leading, for
Sics, crystals, metals, and or-anic and example, to the raterial called 7eredur.

comrocite materials for optical use, but The talk was enlivened by l"ustr;-
did rot touch upon tc-s such :s new tions drawn from the experienceo, of
solid-state laser hosts or fntegrated Schott's pioneer ng establishment.
optica components. The second invited rarer, given 3v

Ie talk cornsisted of four -arts. M.O. Lidwell (Pilkinston r. arc l ar,
Th-e first nart, on materials ar -. ,;Ic- & Stroud 1td.,UK) discuTs'e" nater--ls

tieo a lsicglasses, l or infrared optics, ro-stlv lens s-,t...

new glass com-o-ites) emphasized ep-- applications. The talk was neat'v df-

Lc'a unusuu .chievements, sucr zi the vided into analvsis of mid-i 2  s;ngle
development of very high refractive band ( to 13 urm) materials, rrltisoec-

o indey (n -2.4) TeLa-axide composites. tral materials (0.4 to '2 um), and dual-
Fluoride glasses were also discussed, band components (3-um and 12-un win-

. and Navy sc'-entists may be pleased to dows).
learn that Petzoldt specifically quoted For the 8- to 12-lrm range thc typi-

with admiration the very recently pub- cal (and, in the speaker's opinion, so

fished achievement of Dr. Tran's group far the most promising) material is

at the "NrvnK Research Laboratory (ac- germanium. It has a high index. -" re-

cord ng t, the speaker, losz less than fraction and low dispersion; it is h.,_rd

-.7 3,'kr- was achieved there). Another and strong, and can be easily given pro-

--- -r,:nt ade in this part of tective carbon coatings. 1.4dwe&1's r',1

the zalk .a- t -' brief discussion of now fabricates stng!e cr.stals up to
C" aric 7turla'( that h,-ve opticp'l 260-mm diameter, :or larger co-nnonents,
'n"ar'c , cracteristics t IT) to polvcrvstalline construction mUSt

" ' f tines larger than that of ouactz. used. But Ge has also 0 :.advantage::

" " he .,econol Dart o1 the ta:k re- temperature shift of the rocus of (;e

viv'- ' brfef'y what l so'-r called lenses, transmissfon oss at higher tern-

. t2 Id's biggest oticc- .::'eet." peratures, thermal runaway, 'ifficulties

'*, ".-. tho design ard t-br-, n ,fno-- In making achromatic s,,stoms. P4erce., I

6
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V

, p~roblems near 1.3 =m (and bevond) are to oxide (such as spinelj and xnir
? e fulv mastered, there is serious need ("aicon") crystals for :R windows.

tar new L,,i e.

,n the multispectral class, dia- 3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

mond, alkaline halides, PbF 2 , ZnSe, and

ZnS were suggested by Lidwell as possi- Despite the fact m-at an alarmingly

ble candidates of diverse merits. He large number of talks had to be canceL-

calle attention to recent advances in led for a variety of reasons, the- .was a

chemical vapor deposition techniques fine and successful conference. .e

which facilitate greatly the manufac- atmosphere was conducive to per on-t-

, turing of ZnS components. person interactions; the pace was re-

For the dual band materials, the laxed. Technical developments dominated,
- pros and cons of doped GaAs, CdTe, chal- but there was also plenty of good basic

cogenide glasses, and rare earth ternary science. One canno: expect a c.Arfere:.ce

sulfid-es (such as GaLaS) were reviewed, on optics to be "all-comprehensive" Lum,

The talk concluded with the discus- despite the noticeable lack of some

-on f both materials-science and engi- areas (micro-opcics, adaptive optics.,

neering choices for the design of integrated optics, laser sources and de-

achromatized and athermalized lens sys- tectors for optics resecrch, etc.), the

-ms. There was also a brief discussion meeting covered very wide ground. i

S iR window materials; their proper found it particularly encouraging that

choice and their relative merits and it was the outcome of a four-nation co-

,ortcomings, depending on applications. operation which, in adaition, also at-

S Special attention was drawn to the new tracted scientists from other countries.
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